






checks and credit cards are documented, it is 
easier to present evidence of forgery to the 
district attorney, although DAs' offices rarely 
have the funds and staff tO handle most 
paper crimes involving probate or financial 
elder abuse cases. 

11. The perpetrator claims that the elder
asked him/her to create all the documents
that benefit the perpetramr who is now the
new beneficiary. Among these documents
are powers of attorney, joint tenancy bank
�ccounts, wills, life insurance change of
beneficiary forms and other documents.
This will be especially true in cases where a
recluse is involved or an elder who does not
have \vimesses to dispute the perpetrator's
statements. In the case of the 90 year old
recluse and hoarder, the perpetrator claimed
that the elder wanted him to buy a shredder to 
shred documents that included two to three
floors full of paper. The investigator in the
case found four strips of paper in the small,
dean shredder the perpetrator supposedly
bought for this purpose.

These e.'<amples were all based on real 
cases that went to trial, were settled, or are 
still being litigated. By being alert t0 these and 
other red flags, the investigator is in a better 
position tO assist the attorney and eventually 
the forensic document examiner who may 
have to e.'<affiioe and test the documents. The 
investigator must, be ready to quickly locate 
critical documents for both the client and the 
document e.'<aminer. 

Even before the documents have been 
collected, if the attorney has not worked 
with forensic document e.'<3Illiners, it is often 
best for the investigator to recommend an 
e."\{Jerienced examiner in disputed documents 
in financial elder abuse cases. Plus, the 
examiner should provide references from 
other attorneys e."perienced in financial 

elder abuse cases and have, at the least, 
the minimum required equipment in the 
laboratory to conduct examinations. This 
equipment should be in good working order 
and include a stereo microscope, lighting 
devices--- usually fiber optic, a video spectral 
comparator to e....amine inks and papers 
(or the photographic equivalent if the 
e."aminer is a skilled photographer), and an 
indented writing device. The most commonly 
used de,�ce is the Electrostatic Detection 
Apparatus (ESDA). Without this minimum 
equipment, an e.'\amioer can easily overlook 
critical evidence. 

San Francisco Pl Notty Bumbo, who 
recently worked with Jagiello and I on an 
elder abuse case, summarizes the importance 

· of the work of the investigator in these cases.
''\'forking closely with both an e.,-perienced
attorney and document e....aminer in financial 
elder abuse cases has spelled the difference in 
a number of cases that I have worked. Given 
the high stakes in most of these cases, I cannot 
stress enough how important it is t0 obtain 
documents and reliable writing samples of 
the elder and the suspected perpetrator. 
There are instances where minutia is at the 
heart of the case. The investigator must pay 
dose attention to these small details that can 
make a difference." PI 
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